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time of worship further by praising God with the help of
the rosary.1
The sunnah, or voluntary prayer, Is always said by a man
alone, or independently of an imam', or leader, and it is
always whispered. When several persons are to offer the
fardh, or obligatory prayer, at the same time, it is proper
that some one of their number should act as leader, saying
parts of the service in a loud voice, while at some points the
others make responses. When alone, a man says part of
the fardh prayer aloud and whispers the rest. It is clear,
thus, that wherever a Mohammedan may be, he may per-
form to the full his duties toward God, independent of
priest and mosque. Nevertheless, with the development
of the powerful body of the 'ularna, or learned, whose learn-
ing is usually confined to the study and interpretation of
the Koran and the traditions, has developed also a sort of
clergy—indeed, a sort of hierarchy. But it is a clergy dr.
facto rather than dr. jure; a clergy of practical convenience
rather than of ordination. Moreover, though the "clergy'1
act as an official body, the members are originally self-
appointed. Any one, by devoting himself to the study of the
Koran, or by attaching himself to a mosque, may assume
the white turban of a religious sheikh. At any time he
may "unfrock" himself by discarding the turban. The
nearest approach to ordination, as far as I am aware, ob-
tains in central Asia, where the turban is bound on the
head of the would-be sheikh by a chief mowlawa, or scholar.3
Of course, many of these religious sheikhs cannot techni-
cally aspire to the name of 'ulaina, or learned men, but they
may be loosely classed with them. Like them they live
and move among the people, and yet are subtly separate
from the mass. The *ularna may engage in secular busi-
1 The Moslem rosary consists of ninty-nine round beads, loose on a
string, divided into three sections by two extra round beads, called
"showa'hld," or "witnesses/' with an elongated bead at the end called
the "mai'dany," the word used for "minaret."
2See Hughcs's "Dictionary of Islam," article, "Clergy." Compare
with a similar function among the Palestine dervishes, p. 241, of the
present work.

